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Angels
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Coming Soon to CU Theatre and Dance!

UPCOMING EVENTS

2008 season

2009 season

MAINSTAGE

LOFT

4:48 PSYCHOSIS by Sarah Kane
THE LOTTERY by Shirley Jackson
Sept. 18-21

ANGELENA by Timothy Braun
Oct. 22-25

BIRD BOX BUNNY TUNES by Performance Seniors
Dec. 4-7

BUTTERFLY KISS by Phillips Nagy
Feb. 10-22

SPRING AWAKENING
March 5-7, 11-15
Frank Wedekind’s tragedy of adolescence, adapted and directed by Ani Dayan.

BANDWORKS 2008 April 14-19
Rooster Valting Artist, Jennifer Nugent, Guest Choreographer, Gabriel Masoni, and members of the CU Dance Faculty.

IREY THEATRE

MASTER OF FINE ARTS DANCE CONCERT Sept. 26-27
Choreographed by Jessica Damon & Jesse Bedirian.

BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS DANCE CONCERT Oct. 30-31
Choreographed by Emily Crawford, Michael Richman and Victoria Spangler.

MASTER OF FINE ARTS DANCE CONCERT Nov. 14-15
Choreographed by Atigal Wallace and Neri Torres.

MASTER OF FINE ARTS DANCE CONCERT - ATLAS BLACK BOX Feb. 6-8
Choreographed by Nicola Pecorri.

STUDENT DANCE CONCERT Feb. 13-15
Choreographed and danced by CU dance students.

NEKAS Mar. 13-15
A mingling of contemporary dance voices, showcasing the choreographic talents of the Boulder/Denver dance community and CU’s student artists.

LITTLE VICTORIES

September 26 & 27 at 7:30 pm | September 28 at 2 pm